Jeshua Speaks about: PREPARATION FOR CHRISTMAS
Beloved one, I wish to speak with you
now
about
your
preparation
for Christmas. And you are saying,
“Well, yes, I know, I have a whole list
of people I have to buy presents for
and people who I want to send a
Christmas greeting to; and yes, there’s
going to be a lot of preparation, because I have some decorations I want
to put up in the house and the lights
outside, etc.”
But that is not what I am speaking of.
You will be doing that anyway. But
what I want to speak with you about is
the preparation for welcoming the
Christ child of you. That is what
Christmas is truly about.
It has become the celebration of my
birth, but it is not singularly about my
birth. In truth, as I have shared with
you down through the years, I was actually born in late summer; I was not
born at midwinter, (if you live in the
northern hemisphere of holy Mother
Earth).
The celebration of the awakening to
the Christ Self that you are: that is
what Christmas is truly all about. The
Christ Self of you is awake all of the
time. It is not something that you have
to light a candle for, although that
looks pretty. It is not something that
you have to pray for, because it is you

activating the body, so it is not something that is far off. It is right here every moment, but it takes a shift in consciousness, a shift in awareness, a
shift in birthing the awareness.
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I like books. When I was a child, at
Christmas time I loved to read (or
have read to me) the Christmas
poem, ‘Twas the Night Before
Christmas, And all through the
Welcome each and every Christ that house…, and the story of The Little
you meet in the day, and stop for a Engine That Could—and did—
moment to really feel their presence, climb the mountain to bring Christthe same as you do when you pray, mas toys to boys and girls, and
when you know that you are being many other Christmas books.
lifted up in prayer and feel healed, at Christmas was, and is, a magical
time. Even as we grow taller, we
least for a moment or so.
can still feel the power of our imagWhen you see a miracle—and you ination, beckoning to us to believe
have seen miracles—when you see that wishes can come true. Santa
that miracle happening, know that you Claus is our True Self, and our
are the Christ who is making that mir- wishes come from our divine naacle. Stop for a moment and, yes, take ture to know and remember that
credit for what you are experiencing; True Self.
Nowadays my reading is mainly
historical fiction, imagining myself
to be back in the timeframe of the
story, perhaps being one of the
characters in the book. And, who
Now those days are behind you, and knows, maybe I was—and you
you are coming to the place where were. I usually do not read other
you can actually look at the Christ and channeled material, preferring not
to inject other ideas into the filter
welcome the Christ.
of my mind which might interfere
One of the things you will want to do with Jeshua’s pure message. Howin preparation for the birth of the ever, I have recently read and can
Christ in your awareness is to keep a recommend a book channeled by
record. “Oh, no; no, Jeshua, no; not one of our Heart Family. Ye’shua:
more homework.” Yes. Every evening The Advent by William Evans is the
before you put the head upon the pil- story of the Essene community and
(Continued on page 4)
for so long you have been taught and
told that you are the lowly worm in
the dust, not worthy to even lift up
your head.

low, write down one joyful thing of
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the day, one thing that made you
smile, even if it was a smile of, “Oh,
my goodness, there I go again,” and
laughing at self. Please, laugh at self.
Do not be too serious about life. You
are taught, from the time that you are
very, very small, that life is a challenge. There are going to be tests.
There are going to be things that are
not happy about life. That is a story. It
is not true. It is fiction. The truth of
you is that you are the living, breathing Christ, experiencing life, smiling
at other Christs as they come by,
whether they are on two feet or four
feet or with fins and gills and tails that
wag in the water, or whether they are
on little bird feet; whatever form they
are.
That is Christ mirroring back to you
your creation. How do you think those
creations come into your awareness?
By your creating them. So if you create them, yes, you are the extension of
God/Goddess, and that is not to be too
conceited. That is to take credit where
credit is due. I am trying to reverse/
change the thinking that you have
been fed for so long, old thinking that
you can now throw out the window
and say, “Hey, I really do have value.
I have a mind that I use. Where did

that come from? Why do I have
that?”
You have it because you create it. Moment by moment you create it. You
play with your toys, as they are called,
your creations. And even greater
things than what you know right now,
you will be bringing forth in what you
term your future. You have seen in the
past ten years, in the past twenty
years, great advances in your creations.
You have brought technology forth,
and then you turn around and say,
“Ah, but how do I use it? How do I
find the right plug and the right wires
and the right thing to turn on all of
this magic?” And yet at the same moment you are creating what you think
to be a challenge. Then someone
comes along and says, “Well, you
know, if you press this button, or let’s
try…etc.,” and then a miracle happens, a seeming miracle. The miracle
is that you recognize that you are
making a change in your consciousness, in your thinking that, “Yes, I can
do this. I can figure out what buttons
bring what result.”
You are awakening to your power, the
Christ power that you are. The Christ
power is not something far off. It is
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not something way above you. It is
you, activating the body, going forth
with the smile on the face, going forth
to encourage the friend and say, “Yes,
it is going to be alright.” That is a miracle.
You have choice in every moment.
You have choice to say to the friend,
“Oh, I think it’s going to be so bad.”
Where does that put him/her? But you
did not do that. You said, “It’s going
to be okay.” And what happens? It is
okay, and you create it. Now, if you
have the power to create that—and
you do—if you have the power to create something that is so miraculous—
truly, healing is miraculous—why
would you deny Who and What you
are?
“Well, it’s what I’ve been told.” Rubbish! What you have been told, you
can throw out and start anew. From
this very moment right now you can
live anew as the Christ that you are. I
will be with you, so it is not going to
be difficult. All you have to do is to
turn up the corners of the mouth. Turn
them up, and your Light comes on. It
is as simple as that, and yet human
ego will say, “Well, it can’t be that
easy. I’ve been taught that life is a
struggle, that you have to study, that
you have to be lucky, that you have to,
have to, have to.”
You are already doing it. The fact that
you are sitting here reading my words,
feeling my presence…how does that
happen? If you can do that, you can
do anything. Each breath that you take
is a miracle. You look around and see
various things. Your eyes are a miracle. Your hearing is a miracle. What
you take into the brain and interpret,
that is a miracle, a miracle of creation.
When you awaken on the morrow, tomorrow morning, first thing say to
yourself—I will be listening—“I am a

miracle.” Because you are. Know you
—and yes, you do, because your scientists have told you, and it is a truth
—that there are a million and one—
actually more than that—chances for
you to activate a body, or what form
of the body it might be. And you have
chosen to activate that which works
for you. You have chosen as you went
to your wardrobe and picked out a
certain color; you had choices. You
had choices before you were born as
to how you were going to form the
body, whether you were going to be of
a certain gender or a different one.

great thing,” and you are, and so are
they. What you want to do is to encourage self to be happy with self and
to encourage other ones to know how
good they are. And it is very, very
simple. It starts with the smile; yes,
just like that. That is so healing; so
healing to self and so healing to others
who behold it. The smile itself is a
miracle, a miracle of healing.
As you live in a place of joy, that is
what happens. The smile comes on the
face and all the little cells wake up
and say, “Oh, must be something good
happening; I feel energy. I feel a flow
of energy.” Yes, they do; they feel it.
And that is what Christmas is all
about: recognizing the divinity of
spirit, recognizing that no matter what
you are activating body-wise, you are
a miracle of life. You have now a few
days before your celebration of the
Christ mass, but you do not actually
have to wait until that day. You can
begin now, this very minute.

You will, in what you term to be future time, be able to change your form
at will, but that is getting maybe to the
advanced course. But you can put that
in the mind. Just store it away somewhere. And as I say that, it awakens
within you a remembrance of what
you have done in the past, where yes,
you did change form immediately as
to whatever needed to be. You do that
in this lifeform, only more slowly.
That is how miraculous you are. You
are much more than what you have
thought yourself to be.
Now, you do not have to go around to
all the colleagues and all the friends
and say, “Hey, you know, I’m such a

You have my permission. Celebrate
my birthday as your birthday, the birth
of the Christ, realizing—making real
in the awareness—Who and What you
are. Be happy. “Oh, that’s hard; it’s really hard.” If you decree that it is
hard, it may be hard. If you decree
that, “Yes, I see a lot of good happening,” then that is what is in your reality. It is as simple as that. “Too simple; can’t be that simple.” Why not?
You are the Christ. You can be happy.
“Oh, I can?” Yes, you can. I give you
permission. Celebrate the birth of the
Christ within, within you, the Christ
that is greeting the Christ of another
one. That is the gift of Christmas.
Now, yes, if you want to celebrate
with the tangible gift, that is fun to do.
If you want to write the greeting
cards, that is fun to do. If you want to

have the celebration of food, that is
fun to do as well.
Then stop and breathe and ask yourself, “Who is creating this? Who is
creating the gift that I just bought for
a loved one?” Who is creating the fact
that you found the perfect gift? This
year in your Christmas shopping, you
are going to find the perfect gift for
each one on your list. “Oh, are you
sure, Jeshua? I have this Great Aunt
who is really finicky and fussy, and
she may not like what I give her.” She
will like it. If she does not, that is her
choice. Down deep she will like that
you have remembered her.
Anything that you feel joyful about is
one more step toward realizing the
wholeness, the holiness of you. You
can take that holiness into the season,
and hopefully after the holy days you
will keep that remembrance, that
knowing of how good it feels to celebrate the wholeness of the divinity.
It is not by accident that you are here.
You said before even the thought of
you was in the parents’ minds, “I want
to have an incarnation.” You looked
around and asked, “Now, who would I
like to be with? Who will serve the
purpose of my awakening?”
Sometimes you have chosen the parents who did not look maybe as loving
as they could be. Maybe they did not
show outwardly the Christ nature, but
they were the perfect ones to mold
you and shape your beginning. After
that, then you take over. In the very
beginning they have some influence
on you, but not for too long, and it
varies from person to person. And
then the awakening happens, at any
age. At any moment the Christ child
of you can be born. It takes only your
choice, your smile to yourself, your

taking the decision and the awareness
that, “Who is walking? The Christ is
walking. I am walking.”
Why is it in your language—it is not
true in all languages—that you capitalize the “I” when you are referring
to self? Interesting clue. Look for the
clues; they are all around you, even
something as simple as the capital “I”,
the divine one that you are. Little
clues like that; be aware of them.
That is what this Christmas season is
all about: clues to awaken the Christ
Child within. That is why we are
speaking of preparation for Christmas,
because as you will practice in the
days to come—a few days, weeks,
however long, until someone says to
you, “Aha, this is Christ mass day”—
if you will practice, when you reach
that day, there will be such a joy
within you that you will want to, and
you will, share it with other ones, because you will have come alive.
So look upon everything that you acknowledge and thank it. Thank yourself for creating it. Celebrate the
Christ, the birth of Christ, the awakening and the remembrance, in every
day. And at the end of every day, a
wee bit of homework. Take out the
pen and the journal and write one sentence, one word to remind yourself of
the miracle in that day. I guarantee
that every day there will be a miracle.
It is the Christ gift to you—you as the
Christ, to yourself.
And I will be there.
Happy Christmas. So be it.

Merry
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their preparations for the birth of
Jeshua, and is available from Amazon.com (Expanded 2nd Edition). It
is a beautiful Christmas—or any
time—recounting of people and
events. You may find yourself in
the story!
As always, we send you and yours
our very best wishes for a Merry
Christmas. May joy be in your
home and Heart.
--Judith

(Reprinted from the December
2008 Expanding Viewpoint)

JESHUA Q&A
ALREADY AN ORB OF LOVE
We have one of our members who is
not here tonight who is visiting England every other year to see the crop
circles. He had a wonderful story this
last time around that some friends of
his were camped out in a crop circle
one night, and these blue orbs floated
in. One of the men touched the orb
and had a tremendous sense of shock;
not hurt, but shock, because he had
never felt such love in all of his life.
So can I presume that these orbs—because I believe God is love—are more
advanced than you are, that you still
have a ways to go before you become
an energy orb of love?
You are already that orb of love, but
you have a specific focus upon this
day and time called reality—lower
case “r”—but in what you will see as
a previous time or a future time—it
matters not, because they are all contained within the same sphere of the
concept of time—you are the orb of
Light and love. Your friends would
say you don’t have too far to go to be
the orb of love and Light. When you

make a certain story, a joke as it is
called, a funny, everyone lights up because they laugh, they get the point of
the story you are telling, even ones
where the mate is a little uncomfortable, but that is okay. She has learned
to put the head down and go on with
it. It is one of the loving things that
mates do.

You are already the orb of Light. You
are already love on two feet. You have
been love on four feet. You have been
love in all of its forms, including the
orb, and at what you see to be a future
time, if you want to choose to be the
orb that comes to a grouping that does
not yet see itself as orbs of Light, you
will do that; have done that. How is it
that you can relate, if you were not already in that pool of experience?
But it seems to me, if I were in that
place where I was total love, I can’t
conceive of slowing my energy down
so much to become a physical form
again. I mean, why in the heck would
I want to do that?
Right, and that is spoken from this reality. But yet, you have already been
the orb of Light; otherwise, you would
not be able to conceive of the idea.
You would not be able to relate. Yes,
you have done that, been there, so this
is a question that often comes back,
“Why, if I have already known the
love of the Father; why, if I have already known heaven, which you have;
why would I choose to come back to
this?” You have come back to bring
your Light, to share it with brothers
and sisters and to say, “Hey, there is a
remembrance somewhere, way back

here somewhere, that I’ve been there,
done that as Light. And then you give
hope, to yourself and to others. There
is
no
wrong
choice.
THE WISE MEN

is a time when there will be the knowing of, “I am more than just the body.
I am more than what I have been
taught. I am more. I am the love that
abides in the heart.” So it was an acknowledgment of that.

Today is the day of the Magi, Three
Kings, the Wise Men (Jan 6) Can you
comment on that?
Yes, after a period of time—it was not
exactly the twelve days, but it was a
period of time for Mary to regain her
strength and to allow the body to
come back into its normal functioning
—there were wise men who came.
The reason they were called wise is
because they knew that something
special was happening.
The presents were gifts of honor. They
are gifts that would be given to royalty, to the rulers, the kings, and they
were given to me and Mary and
Joseph for the use that we might have
of them. The gold we used later when
we needed to flee to Egypt when there
was the decree that all boys under the
age of two needed to be dispensed
with. So we took off by camel and
went to Egypt for a while. We used
some of the gold to pay for the travel.
The frankincense and the myrrh as incense allow the symbolism of the rising up of the smoke or of the incense
to remind ones of the higher Self—
capital “S”—the divinity of Self. So
this was often used in times of the
special Sabbath rituals. So it was a
gifting unto me and to Mary and
Joseph, my mother and father, to allow an acknowledgment that there
was a change of energy upon this
plane that was going to be flowering,
if you will, for a time being. And it is
very much the same as what is happening now in this time, this year that
you are now moving into (2018). This

THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM
The three Magi followed a star. I understand they were astrologers, so
was it a configuration in the sky that
guided them or an actual star or…
It was a conjunction of heavenly bodies, a conjunction that they knew because of their studies and their taking
of degrees as to angle, and they knew
that at a certain time there was going
to be this conjunction of actually three
in a row, and this was going to make
quite a scene, quite a big thing in the
sky. So they were not the only ones
who saw it. You have writing in your
holy Scriptures about the shepherds
who saw this great light and fell down
and worshiped it because it was something strange that they had not seen
before. It was a conjunction of three
of the “stars” in alignment.

THE VALUE OF CHANNELING
I’m not exactly sure how I want to ask
this, so I’m just going to start talking
about it for now (Just start in the middle and work to both ends) So I have
some people in my church who have
beliefs about channeling, and their
beliefs are very limited. To some extent I can answer what their concerns
are, and in another sense I really
can’t, because I only see what I see.
So what I’m looking for is consultation from an expert in channeling
about what it is, how it works, why
some people channel Jeshua and
other people channel somebody who
passed two weeks ago, and where is
the validity, where is the truth, what is
the value of this process?
Well, first of all, you have acknowledged that the only thing you can do
—and this is true for everyone—is to
speak your truth and to say, “I’m not
trying to prove anything. I can only
say what I have experienced and what
means something to me.” Now, a very
high percentage of the brothers and
sisters have an experience of someone
who has laid down the body, and they
feel that person’s presence. They may
feel that there is a message in it for
them, or they may just feel their presence. So there is an acknowledgment
of the truth that this is not all that
there is.
Oftentimes when ones hear the word
channeling, it carries with it the feeling of giving over one’s power. Now,
first of all, you cannot give over your
power. Your power is you, and it can
never be given away. There can be belief, perhaps, that if you listen to a
channeler, maybe you will feel that
there’s something happening there.
But what I have always said is that

when you listen to information that
comes through in a new way, it is to
evaluate it the same as you would do
any teacher, anyone who is lecturing,
anyone who is putting forth information. See if it resonates, and if it does,
take it. If it doesn’t, let it go.
Channeled information is no more
worthy than ones where you can see
the person who is speaking to you. So
allow yourself to evaluate. They, as
ones would say of the channeled energy, they have no power over you.
You are the one who is making choice
as to how it resonates, and if you
don’t like it, the same as you would
do with this one or that one giving
you information, you see whether it
resonates, whether it makes you understand, makes you feel better, etc.
And if it doesn’t, you say, “Well,
okay, it may be right for somebody,
but not for me,” and you walk on.
The feeling of wanting to not go there
with channeling comes from fear.
Ones will say, “I don’t understand
channeling.” And this is true. Ones do
not understand that process, and you
don’t have to. But listen to whatever
comes through. If it makes sense, take
it. If it doesn’t make sense, the same
as sometimes with the friends that you
talk with, sometimes what they say to
you makes sense and you say, “Oh,
I’ll try that in my life. I’ll listen to
them.” Other ones, you think, “Ha,
they’re off the wall. I don’t need that,”
and you walk on; the same thing with
channeled information.
But it is fear-based, of not understanding, and the crux of the matter is the
ego which cannot understand something. If it does not understand, then it
is going to abide in fear, and it will

say, “That’s strange. I don’t want that.
I’ve been told that it’s bad, that it’s got
a power over me.”
Nothing has power over you. Take
your power. Understand your power.
Make choice. And you will say that to
ones. The channeled information has
no power over you any stronger than
this one saying something, that one
saying something, any of your friends
or a lecturer that you can see embodied in a body, speaking with a voice,
etc., and does not say that they are
channeling their Higher Self, which a
lot of times they are, but you won’t
say that part. So they need to just say,
“Oh, well, if it works for me, okay; if
it doesn’t, let it go.”
CHILDHOOD GAMES
What games did you play when you
were a child?
Fun ones. We played games with the
round object called a ball in this day
and time. We had the exercise of
throwing it, kicking it. We had the one
like you call the football where one
would run with it and try not to get
tripped up on the way. You think, as
you come to a certain age, a turning of
an age and so forth, that you are inventing something new. It is truly a
re-invention of what you have known
in other lifetimes to play. We played a
lot of games that were of the mind as
to, “What am I thinking of?” that
took ones into the inner self, intuition
as you call it now, and to know what
the other one is thinking of. This was
a very popular one among the ones
who were studying. The ones who had
to be quite busy out in the fields were
more in tune with nature, and their
questions were more to do with the
seasons. But the other ones were more
of the mind and the mental gymnastics.

